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The purpose of this paper is to formulate objectives

pertaining to knowledge thinktng, attitudes, and skills for

a methods course for prospective teachers of English in

desegregated high schools; to discuss the selection and organi-

zation of course content; to illustrate the principle that

prospeotive teachers learn to teach by performing and discover-

ing to identify techniques in the evaluation of the prospective

teacher's ability to apply what has been learned; and to raise

questions that are external to the methods course but may affect

its components.



QUESTIONS EXTERNAL TO THE HETHODS COURSE
WHICH HAY AFFECT ITS COMPONETS

I. What do the prospective teachers know, think, or feel about

Charges in social structure, communication, transportation-
etc., in the United States?

Changes in cultural, ethnic, ra inl- economic patterns in
the school population?

Youth culture?

B. The nature and functions of language?

The subject of Enalish?

Systems of English gram_

The langu ge and literature of minority grou

Literature for young people?

Characteristics of various literary genres?

C. Speech-, drama, journalism?

D. What is -e,-ningful to pupils at succeeding stases
growth?

Techniques, possibilities, -and limitations of testing and
of grouping students?

I. Wher-did college instructors who .teach_prospective teachers of
English_ teach in "public schools? 'Do they exemplify--in their-omr
teaching tedhniques.and materials which_are_ readily -transferable
te the sehool classrooms? 'Do they observe student -teachers?

How much t me is allott d to me hods classes?



COURSE COMPONENTS

I. Olojeuctives

A. Terminal Objectives

To supplement the prospective teacher's academic and
professional background

To relate his background to the problems of language
teaching and learning in desegregated schools

B. Enabling Objectives

1. Knowledge

The prospective teacher knows about:

The role of English in the total school progxam.

The English curriculum: objectives; selection and
organization of the contents and skills of speaking
and listening, reading, and writing with one another
and with other subjects in the curriculum; selection
and organization of lea ning experienc-es; evaluation.

The diversity of course offerings in secondary
school English departments.

The Curriculum Guide Evaluation Checklist-prepared by
the -Committee TO RevieW Curriculum Guides of the NCTE,

2. Thinking

The- pn3spective teachersarriv. at_ some definition of
the nature and functions of language;. of the_ subject
of English; of-methods and materials suitable- to the
subject being taught ae well as to.- the learners'
stages-of development, Out-Of-school environment,
interests,- abillty levels,- previous language training.

Attitudes

The pros ective teacher mill..a. cept the-value of and
will -.commit .himself to. guideline-II: C in '.'Guidelines
for_ the_Preparation-of Teachers- of'English":'

.Tbe_-tbacheref-English--at.any_leVel- should..
consider. -.groWth -in hIs 'profesbien as a: :_o-o-nr

-tinuing --Pre et s

-The prospective 0 _co
and- teaohing7learningUnits- Hed--riVes satisfaction

pose lessons



4. Skills

a. Linguistic skills

The prospective teachers improvise and perform
plays.

They have experience with the regular small-group
discussion, the reading-group discussion, and
small-group cross-commentary on writing.

They write observ tions and interviews.

b. Social skills

The prospective teachers will be able to communi-
cate meaningfully and informally with school-age
individuals and may come away from such experience
with some ideas that the observable differences
between children of different social classes lie in
the development of standard language, motivation to
secure as much education as possible, willingness to
work for teacher approval or long-term goals, and
acceptance of the learning tasks set by the schools
with a minimum of rebellion.

c. Teaching skills

The prospective teacher elects to use ideas that
he knows and that pertain to the nature of English,
the functions of language, content selection,
language learning, etc.

He effectively uses the ideas when he.adapts or
prepares "classroom drama-", 1.e.,.lessons or
teaching-l-earning units clear to known reade s.as
well as . to himself.

He directs his pupilsT le rning.

He and the class evaluate what did happen.

He employs diagnostic procedures.

He knows how to create or find, evaluate, and
use significant instructional materials from
various media.

He uses a variety of procedures to enable each
learner to speak and listen; alternate between
the dialect of his peers, his home, and his
teachers; read; and write to the limit of his
capacity.



He asks questions that help learners develop
concepts and generalizations, explore feelings
analyze values, apply knowledge.

To collect evidence on the effectiveness of his
own teaching as well as to evaluate the perform-
ance of his learners he constructs or selects
evaluation instruments that are valid.

II. Selection and Oranizationof Conte-

What will the methods course include? Will it include topics
which the prospective English teachers feel are important? Will
it take into consideration changes in the cultural, ethnic,
racial, economic patterns in the school population?

Which aspects will it emphasize? Will it stress what has been
slighted in English and education training?

How will it care for individual differences? Will it'stress
individual work through independent study periods?

How will it assure sequence?

The course wor- is divided Into units. There are units per-
taining to knowledge and others pertaining to teaching skills.
What comes before what? Why?

Among the units pertaining to teaching skills there are
units which may be taught from relatively simple and con-
crete elements (terms, facts, procedures) to more complex
and abstract ideas (concepts, rules, principles, processes)
to even more abstruse ideas (theories, models, applications,
and analyses). And there are units which can be taught by
lectures based on current research and thought in English
education, on readings in related books and periodicals, on
discussion. Which units may be taught inductively? Why?
What is the significance of the point that our preparatory
programs are relatively strong in literature and that our
student teachers would rather teach literature the way their
English instructors have taught them? Uhat comes before
what'? Uhy?



ITT. Selec_ on and Organization of Learning 7x iences: An inductive
approa b to units on teaching writing obser at:Lons and inter-
views, standard English, improvisation, concepts and remedial
reading, play performing

Rationale for the inductive approach: So that the prospective
teachers will have experience with the linguistic skills that
have been slighted in our preDaratory programs such as improvi-
sation, play performing, small-group discussion, writing obser-
vations and interviews. Besides, they will teaoh the poverty
child, who will be able to alternate between the dialect of his
peers, his home, his teachers, and his books when he participates
in small-group discussion, improvises, performs dramatic scripts,
listens to poetry, reads and writes prose in colloquial English
as well as when he practices standard English in structured
situations.
An Illustration of Learning to Teach by Performing and Discovering
Teaching Observation

A. Opener

Why teach reading and writing observation? How? Answers
reveal the preconceptions about teaching. :that the students'
own school and college educations have fostered.

Students listen to a taped school conversation. Do they .

understand what has been said in nonstandard English?

To find out what prospective teachers know, think, or feel
about nonstandard English, the instructor may ask them to
develop posters addressed to nonstandard speakers in the
tape. Their choice of connotative words may reveal their
attitudes.

(In general, tasks that require the development of procedures,
ideas, or standards are more effectively accomplished by
interaction of the whole class. Tasks which require that
varied materials be covered by the same procedure can
usually be done more economically through parallel study by
small groups.)

Development 7x,

Students read observations in prose and poetry (about
comparative English education

Dicralssion of observations:

What are the facts.

What are the inferences and value -ud e en

Developmental a tivi y be rope



What clues to the accuracy and validity of t ese
facts stand in the accounts themselves?

What are the attitudes of the writers toward the
topic?

How does the use of details reveal and convey a
particular attitude toward the topic?

How do their attitudes select facts?

Where do the attitudes of the writers come from? Are
they purelY individual or influenced by the society
in which they live? Or both?

What different w-rds do writers use to name the
phenomenon?

Groups read observation. Discussion.
discussion is played (usually twice
performance:

Use of the above questions

Interaction in groups :

students taking turns putting que tions to the
group ,
responding courteously to others questions ,

calling for and el-iying evidence
picking up and developing each other ' s ideas

Leader ' s role : to improve g_ oup functioning--process
not content

Students write observations of an incident on a film.
Instructor works through examples with the total class
to establish group-work procedures: He reproduces
observations be thinks are strong and class will say
why they like them
Students -return to
observations
Students eatchange observations . Instructor consults
with groups while observation papers are read and
discussed.

(Video )taped
Evaluation of

the film to verify or medifY their

To find- out what kind of Students our school reading
and literature curriculumhas produced, prospective
teachers :interview -_learners ,and .,ask the following
questions -What do you -_like to read -about? Why? How
often do you :read? How -much use of school and public
libraries do you make_ for- personal reading? What do-
you like to view_ on television? Why?



The prospective .teacher reads minority group literature.
He .describeb his reaction- to Ihe.work. Did he like it?
I'lhat parts did he.particularly-like?hat parts did be
partieularly dislike? Did lie like the way it was
written?._Did he Iike what:it vas atput?_:
Re Writeb about the cbaraoterb or events:of the work.
Does he-think_any: of. tbe.People. in the.work are particu-
larly: good or-.tad,.-nice.or nastyl. 'Who?. Does he feel as

knoWS any of- the peopIe:in. the work?
He.-deddribes -the degree-of'his success-to .identify..with
the:Work.. .Did.he identify With _any of-the -characters?
Who-v Did:heever-leeI:-.he-Was'-_-part- of the -work?' -When?.
Did .he find-IimSelf:agreeing With:any di' -the thauhts of
:the

-Each:of the- abeve quebtienS in-tura should be:.followed

.-Using..a:list syntac:ic.:differencesbetween:standard
-an-L-nonstandard..Englisthe:pro-OpectiVe7teachers
4.nalYzetenstandard..EngIishAA,minority:-group--literatUre.IF
-They-also:liSten: to:a- taPeo_recordend analype.non-.
btandardTEngIishVhatvariables betweta--statdard.and
'.nenstandard. English:--didt#ey...-find in their.':reading/-
observation?---'-They-returnto the tape-so--that-they pay

-.learate::lear accurately What the pupil says and-:-avoid-
-e-diting-4t -to what th-eY WOuld 'have:liked for the''PUpil-..
't-o say. Does tbe--bro6Dective_teacher use-_tbat-:-"Variable?-

which situation'? -In castIal-Speech?_ How often?':. In-
-icareful speedh_?--l!The variabieS are written pa the:-bIack----
board. Items are- grouped because-they fit inte-ia
-linguistic class.- Students-assign-a label Whieb_refers
to-a-characteristic which-can-be inferred for all of-the-
_items in-a- group.-:_

Students write observations about-verbal interaction in
_a local:newspaper plant, a radio station, a theatre9._a.-..:
telegraph office,-in,the school cafeteria,_on the play7-..
ground, during_the-neon hour,_while_ the learners wait-
_for the school tu:s in_the:_afternoon,
Students read anddiscuss -each other's_ observations.=_

Students read about teaching -observation

They discuss
peers.

F.=1151,mB

-;hreding with the instructor and

Appendix 2r, I for a list of_ mbipho-_o-gical-differSnce between..-
-atandard-_and_Negro:nonstandard'English..



C. Conclusion

Students give generalizations about the relation of writin
and speech and the functions of language.

Students develop (and may present units for teaching
observation to pupils with a particular language training.

(Acquiring the necessary background for developing uni s
involves this lcarninz hierarchy: instructor teaching
prospective teachers, students viewing teacher training
films or videotapes, or students observing classroom
teacher; students reading about teaching; students inter-
viewing; trying out the instructor's lesson; students
developing media to demonstrate concepts, writing a lesson
for a teaching procedure--oral interpretation, pattern
practice, study/discussion questions, etc.--and teaching a
small group of peers; students supplementing/modifying a
unit.)

Instructor reproduces a unit he thinks is strong. Students
discuss it in the light of the objectives, learning
activities, and teaching procedures presented on the
following page.

Students exchange, read, and analyze each other's units.
Instructor reads analysis. Are the students able to
analyze in detail the strengths and weaknesses in the
units and to communicate the analysis effectively?
Students are referred to particular instructional materi ls
or processes intended to help them clear up their diffi-
culties.

-.The units-may be revised.- and- are filed.

A student-May inquire further _nd write_a u it model.on.
teaching observation.

--See':ApPendix-:II-. for-a-. model o ,each.ttig.conpeiAs and: emedial:



A GRAPHIC PRESENTATION OF ENGLISH
LEARNING ACTIVITIES, AND TEACHING

Learning. Activities

Sequence:

Opener

Diagnosis

E112211YAR

Knowledge &
Perception

Descriptive
facts

Concepts

Ideas

Thinking

Developing
concepts.

Inferring
Generalizing

Applying
knowledge

Attitudes-

Descriptive-.

_Sensitizing

Interebt-k
.-

-Apprecia ion

Justifying
objectives

Hypothesizing

Development

Conclusion

Generalizing

Applying
generaliza tI ons

Evaluation

Further
inquiry

Social

Linguistic

-versation

Monologuing

Reading
Analyzing
Interpreting fi tion

actuality

Wri ing of actuali ty
fiction

Mans:

OBJECTIVES,
PROCEDURES

22a2D1Liz_a22.91ala

Telling
Explaining
Comparing and ContraE
Demonstration
Oral interpretation
Study Discussion questions

XIX
Drill

Viewing
Listening
Student-.machine iu.teraction
Asking ques ions
Recording
Reading
Discussion
Reporting experien e
Dramatizing
Producing media
Writing
Practice

Dramatic improvisation

Play performin

Play writing
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Iv. Evaluation

Progress Tests

Determining at each step in the teaching-learning processwhether the process is effective or not

Means: -objective questions essay tests, performance
tests, video-/audio-tape recorder :techniques, rating
scales for performance.and -products., longitUdinal record
-of evidence of using-principles related to the nature andfunction of- language and language-learning

Illustrations of evaluation devices that test the
prospective teacher's ability-to apply what has been
learned:

DIRECTIONS: .Read the objective _and the-_evaluation
of-the attaChed Unit. .WhiCh-.of.the following come-
closest to, what- you-.think about the-test items in
this Unit?. Put a circle around the letter of the.Choice oreheices you-have:Made.

.1) _.tlaa.i.tem-s._axe good because they are consistent
with .the'.obje tive -of' the:Unit

-.The-iteMs-are _good- .beCause they,-zive-learners
an..opportunity to-'-reVeal-the behavior that is
leing.-evaluated.

Items are good beeausp they te t a
number of behav ors at one time.

Multiple choice questions_ are good because
they include . plausible incorrect answers.

5 Essay questions of application are good
because they enable the learner to bring
together much of what he has learned.

6

8

TheItems:are poor because the results do not
represent a sufficient sample of behavior in
various situations.

The items are .poor because most deal with
recall of facts.

-Essay queStions are poor because they do-not.
provide' explicit instructions along.with most_ ,

.

of the:materials necessary to-answer the
question.:
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9) Essay questions of application are poor
because they do not ask the learner to apply
a specific situation to-his knowled-e or his
knowledge to a specific situation.

10 The items axe poor because the results are not
sufficiently diagnostic to distinguish various
levels of performance or mastery attained.

11) -The items are poor because the r sults do not
describe the strengths.and.weakn sses in the
precess as .. well as in the product of the_per-
formanee.

One_ :would need te repeat this sort- of questioning
with several -units to see who-ther.the student uses
one-eriterion. cOnSiStently-or 110t.

1) _DIRECTIONS: Change.thefollowing nonstandard
rionolorrue into.-reported-speech.

Students read a play translated into Engli h.
They decide which charaeter(s) would have
spoken nonstandard English and in which

-situations they woUld- have spoken it. Theyrewrite the lines using nonstandard English.

DIRECTIONS: Look out for and bring in picturecaptions, cartoon strips4- kOngs, joke-s,
printed advertising that Ube_(morphological)
variables between standard- and nonstandard

Prospective tea hers are Presented with two groups
of -questions on an anthology of short stories

_organized -by theme or historical pattern.

DIRECTIONS: These two groups,of questions may
help a class:that--has xead the anthelogy_develop

_the following_co.neepts: :.autobiography, memoir, -.
and-biography.- Explain-which,of.the two-groups ofquestions is better.. Include in your answer_

the basis on which-you make yourchoice

the reason for u e of -ha is

the most complete evidence you can gather to
illustrate the basis of your choice _of tbe
group of questions.
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Prosoective teach rs may provide the following se
of criteria: Questions for developing these con-
cepts should hclp the learners

1) list the narrative m-thods :f a number of sho t
stories

2) compare and con rast the short stories

3) group them

4) give reasons for so ordering. them-. (the "speak-
tellS.about _himself after the conclusion of
events, the "spcaker" directly addresses us,
etc., can be inferred for all autobiography)

label --three groups of short stories.

Student teachers may be organized into groups of three or
four and encouraged to discuss and list what should be
stressed, omitted, expanded, etc., in the methods course.
Each group elects a recorder who, after discussion,-reports
for the group. The college supervisor lists what each
group likes best about the methods course and what could be
improved. After the recorders have reported, all student
teachers are encouraged to agree, disagree, qualify or
amplify the items. Finally, the student teachers' evaluation
is reported to the methods instructor.
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Appendix I

The following is a list of morphologi al differences between

standard and Negro nonstandard English. Nonstandard

by whites are marked with an asterisk.

FEATURE

Forms of the Verb

d suffix

STANDARD ENGLISH

Yesterday he walke home.
I have lived here.

ILE2Eqlar verb say
He said it yesterday.

2. In Iegro nonstandard English, the pattern for
atia, done, have did; take, taken, have took.

Perfective constructions

I've walked.
had_walked.

I'd walked.

212.2111-2212011 e5-_n ular-e
He runs home.

1,12, He doesnit go.

Have She-has_ bicycle.

Do _He does silly things.
I think-he does,

Non-tense be He is here. (Intermitt ntly
-e is working.
Is he working?

Agreem nt with

He s a man.
Hel7 rich.
Hen' running.
They're mine.

forms of:t
going.

You-_arc--there.
The boys are there.

featur s used

NEGRO NONSTANDARD

Yesterday he walk bom.
I have live_ here.

He All it yesterday.

irregulnr verbs

I have walk_ .

I bad walk .

'I done wq1k.
Y bee Walk.

He run_ ome.

He dct go.

She have a

is:

bicycle.

He do silly things.
I think he do.

He be here.
He be working.
Do he be working?

He -a man.
He rich.-
He running.
They mine *

:TheYYwasgeing.
You is-there.
'The boys is there.



FEATURE

- 15

STANDARD ENGLISH NEGRO NONSTANDARD

6. Future form He"_s going to go. He gonna go.'
He's_gonnp go. He gon go.
I'm going to go. Ifngna go.

ITZTla go.
ITE7-go.
lima go.

He ll hit you. He hit you.

1, Plural

PossesSive

Pronoun form------_-

I have five cents. I got five cent .

eight years old eight year= old-
two feet two foots
two deer two deers
men mans
teeth teeths
717TUren childrens----
John s cousin

This is mine.
We have to do it.
He knows us.
His book

Her book
Uur book
Your book
Their book
These books

John cousin

This mines.
Us got to do it.
Him know we..
Ho book
Rim book
She book
We book
-Su book---
21az book
Them books

He IS-taller.than me.
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Appendix II

sson Plan Model:_ _Attaining Concepts and Recognizing_Words

A pupil is a disabled reader if he cannot read materials using
patterns that correspond with the spoken patterns with which he
is already familiar, if his difficulties are.-not symptoms of
dialect difference, and if he indicates that his range of under-
standing in listening is consistently greater than his range of
understanding in reading.

On the basis of daily observations and diagnostic devices,
teachers can distinguish legitimate reading problems arising
from an incomplete mastery ofthe sound-symbbl -relations and
reading differences Which are the result.of dialect interference.
.And then they should plan-=-within 6 total language arts.program-
special help and practice for small groups and-individuals
according to-their reading needs. As the-pupil-goes through the
program, he.should not only be-able to deal with new content but-
he should also adquire an increased capacity to read.

Objectives:

1. Knowledge, Thinking

The pupil associates vocabulary with known new concepts
(related to everyday events and to the learners' experiences
as well as concepts that appear in the reading materials

He discovers that words do not have meanings; people have
meanings for words. Different people may have different
meanings for the same word. (For example, Blacks take terms
and re-define them for cultural homogeneity and 'racial self-
assertiveness.) The total meaning of a word for any given
person will depend on the body of emotional associations he
has with the word.

Attitudes, Feelings 'Values

The pupil indulges in curiosity and speculation about words.
(The behaviorial manifestations for this internal, long range
objective are external indicators that something positive is
occurring-internally such as: He-likes to trace word etymo-
logies and shifts-of meaning; he uses words in new and
exciting or .amusing combinations; he Aoes crossword puzzles;
he makes puns-and rhymes.)

He gives himsolf over .to the task of fi uring out what printed
language is trying to say.
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Skills

Focusing on affecting his audience, the pupil uses the most
appropriate word he can thihk of to clearly express his
message and to break through the listenerts readerl.s habitualrespo nee.

The pupil learns a set of correspondences between written
English and his own spoken English. However, the goal of
decoding is to read sentences nloud by thought units and
with normal intonation Patterns.

The pupil approaches reading left to right.

He identifies the discriminating attributes of letters (b-d

He associates permissible letter combinPtions with spokensounds. (See Venezkyts "Linguistics and Spelling,"
Table I, n 11.112E14aLis2_1Lajchool Programs.

He recognizes at sight the most frequently used words
wholes, that is, by their general characteristics or
striking features.

He recognizes the following structural spelling patte ns
and can successfully read words containing them

1) Final- e, -Signaling
mat

--notS7noTt=
pUte -put-

.DOUbIe:Qensetant.

petterPete:r
bitterbiter.
tettet...4`667-bill

.-cutter -.cuter

Long" ITO Wel Bound

Vowel Sound



He acquires a familiarity with the main patterns of
inflection as these are represented in English spelling.

He acquires a famili rity with tl-e main patterns ofderivation

sane-sanity
profane-profanity

bomb-bombard
damn-damnable
sign-signal

race-racial

electric electricity-electrici,n

(See Wardhangh s jjalail2IL2_221a2-1112, Table IlL
He breaks a word form down into units and then pronounces
them correctly.

He recognizes known words with a minimum of analysis.

He can utilize punctuation clues in in erpreting sentence

He can use conte:ct clues to guess at an unfamiliar word
order to complete his understanding of the phrase or
sentence in which it occurs.

-Given a phrase or sentence containing a word. which he_

cannot sound. out, but which- is in _his spoken vocabu-
lary, the child can_use contextual clues to guess at
the identity- of the _wOrd, and check that guess for a
plansible relation to its spelling.

.Giveri -a -phrase or-sentence containing a, word which he
_lean p.ound but-:which is :net -in his Spoken vbcabulary,

_

the _child-ban uSe-_,conteXtual .clues to determine a
-probable _meaning- _for the word.

- _

:Given a.--_phraSe-or_ sentence __containing a _word which he
cannot -sound-_ out, --and -which is not 'in his spoken vocabu-_ _ _

lary thechild can-Use contextual clues to- determine
the- pro:bable meaning for the- word.

He- chooses_ from the ,meanings associated with a given word
that- which is _apPropriate in the dontekt.

_ _



-tearning, Activities and Teaching Proc dures:

Opener

a Attaining concepts and associating vocabulary with
concepts

Means:

Verbal clues: synonyms, enumeration, comparison or
contrast, clues derived from experien e by teacher
and class definition

Actions and situations

Pictures

b. Sounding-out written words

Using contrastive word patterns, the-teacher says a pair
of words that will help the pupils to identify differences
between the form.ef-the new word and that of another word
which they know.

The pupil imitates while the teacher-- -dividing the word
into the largest elements - -prints the contrasting words
on the blackboard, one above the other so that-th ir
-differences will -stand out- sharply.

.(T.hblobeiiel_o41!66,IHOy-47bem-.:eb-htralba-'-1it thepovertY_:.',,phftl4-1

-be adMinistered..teleid.
.tx.a07Ling_vowels:and-e0-lasbunv,AtiOlAP*11-'t11.0 100T6rs-:-to-
diptingttiph ditferentr-.-lii-TO-rd-Itittith.,-parceptibil'-nd pre-'
-duction.)-

The pupil sounds out the word pa ts He blends.

Using colors,the pupil writes or_types the words on
cards. -(The cards-may-be used from_time to time-in
-testing-the pupil'S-mastery of word recognition.)

Development_

a. cThe teacher_provides for-thereintreduction:and review of.
--concepts at-frequent'an&functional-A2nteritalth,(in-
diScusSionviduridg qUestioning

_



b. 1) The larnrs/tsrcher share interes ing news items,
bumper slogans, directions, labels signs, etc.,
they have read (and written down). They post them
on the bulletin board.

The learnerth listen to recorded/live (songs) as they
follow the words placing a strip of cardboard under

.

the line to be read.-

The teacher construots a variety of exercises designed-
to fit the needs-of his own pupils and related to the-
kind of information they really want to process.

The learners sort school mail.

They read catalogues and "TV Guide" to find specific
information.

Conclusion

The learners leaf through magazines for ads.

Teacher: What words phrases grabbed your attention?
What methods have been used to cause the reader to
focus attention on selected words/phrases?

The learners give items such as height of words, density,
color, substitution of a picture (a ball) for a letter (o)
in a word (B21.1) contrastive word patterns, rhyme, emotional
meanings they have for words.

The t acher chooses words to pursue

The

What meanings do you h ve for this word?
How do you ac aunt for them?

learners give individual expe

Teacher: Do X

Learners:

Teacher: What may be the emotional reactions the rectders of
this magazine have to this word? To this word?

L. and Z have the

nces.

ame me g for any word?

-What de-es ail thiS tell yoU-about the appeals ad
writers use to grab the reader's attention?

If-we want to sell such and such an-item made in
industrial--arts)-- what_ads_would we put 4n th_e-
School-paper?--_-


